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Abstract. Microparticlesand micrograin ceramics show features distinct from the usualsizedpolycrystallinematerials.Amorphousstate materialcombinedwithmicroparticlesizefor
Pb(Zro.ssTio.49)O3 mimics the dielectric bebaviour of crystalline ferroelectricityin ABO3
compounds. Fine-grainedY3FesOl2 (vm) synthesizedby pressuresinteringof YIGmicroparticles exhibit spinwave relaxation due to transit time across grain diameter. Applying
microemulsion techniques for microparticlesynthesis, ~-Fe203 has been synthesized.The
phase stability fraction ~-FezO3/ct-Fe203is found to be a function of particle size. At very
small sizes ),-Fe203 becomesamorphous, leading to interesting Mbssbauer studies.
Keywords. Microparticle;microemulsion;ferroelectricity;ferrimagnetism;magnon scattering: lead zirconate titanate; yttrium iron garnet; gamma-Fe203; Mfssbauer spectroscopy.
I.

Amorphous and microparticle Pb(Zro.51Tio.49)O 3

The dielectric behaviour of amorphous microparticle Pb(Zro.~tTio.,9)O 3 has been
studied. The dielectric properties indicate the presence of a polar glassy phase transition
at 230°C and has been interpreted in terms of the ferroelectric glass model described by
Lines (1977, 1978).
1.1

Introduction

Amorphous solids are derived from prototype crystalline structures which have
dominantly metallic, covalent or ionic character for chemical bonding. The first two
types have been studied extensively b~;t the ionically-bonded ones have not received
much attention. The main difference which arises on going from the crystalline to the
amorphous state is the tendency o f the coordination to decrease for the covalentlybonded materials, to increase for the metallic-bonded ones, and to remain unchanged
for the ionic-bonded.
From M6ssbauer and Er,R data it has been established that the bonding in the ABO 3
ferroelectrics is mainly of ionic character (Bhide and Multani 1965 and references
therein). Also, Lines (1977, 1978) has proposed a model for an ABO3 ferroelectric glass
and analysed the possibility o f dielectric anomalies in such a system. Subsequently,
LiNbO 3 and LiTaO 3 (Glass et al 1977a), PbsGe3Oll (Glass et al 1977b), PbTiO3
(Takashige and Nakamura 1980) have been prepared in the amorphous state and their
dielectric behaviour has been well-studied.
From the practical point of view polycrystalline Pb(Zro. s iTio.49)O3 (PZT)has found a
very large application because of the high da3 piezoelectric constant and high kp, the
planar electromechanical coupling factor,
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pzr in the amorphous state was prepared by the sol-gel technique. Pb(NO3)~, ZrOCl 2
and TIC14 were used for synthesis. The solutions of the above salts were mixed in the
proportion required to achieve correct stoichiometry. The solutions were mixed in the
presence of NH4NO a to avoid the formation of insoluble PbCi 2. When the
homogeneous solution was added to NH4OH and stirred, lead, zirconium and titanium
got co-precipitated as hydroxides. The complex formed in this step was allowed to settle
and the supernatant decanted out. The precipitate was repeatedly washed in order to
remove salts like NH4CI and NH4NO a as well as the excess alkali. The stable sol of the
complex was then prepared and dried. It was then subjected to aT^ and TeA studies
which indicated that the complex hydroxide decomposed into PZT.That this was singlestep process is evident from the following arguments. The TeA showed a weight loss
about 20 ~ which is in good agreement with the value of 15 ~o expected for the breaking
of the complex Pb(Zro.slTio.49)O a. (OH)6 into pzr. Furthermore, the DTA of the
complex showed a single sharp peak at 280°C indicating that the decomposition of the
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Figure 1. X-ray diffractogram indicating the
amorphous-to-crystalline transition in PZT.
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complex occurred in a single step. In contrast, the DTAfor the conventional method of
preparation indicates three peaks corresponding to the following reactions.
P b O + T i O 2 ~ PbTiO 3 at 610-710°C,
PbTiO 3 + PbO + ZrO 2 --. PbO (solid solution) at 710-790°C,
PbO (solid solution) + PbTiO 3 --~ Pb(Zr~Ti, _~)O3.
X-ray diffraction clearly showed that the pz'r so formed was in the amorphous state.
The equivalent spherical diameter of the particles was calculated to be 40 nm from
surface area analysis using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller technique. Thus the particle
size was not small enough to produce appreciable broadening of the xaD lines. The
crystalline pz'r could be obtained by suitable heat treatment at higher temperature as
shown in figure 1.

1.3 Results and discussion
The dielectric constant of the amorphous pza was measured on pressed pellets of about
1 cm diameter and 0'l cm thickness. The capacitance was measured using a Wayne Kerr
autobalance universal bridge. Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the
dielectric constant. The dielectric constant shows a broad peak at 230°C and a sharp
peak at 460°C. The latter peak was identified to be due to the crystallization on the basis
of the DrA results which showed a broad exothermic peak at this temperature. DrA data
also indicated that the transition at 230°C was of the second order. It was found that the
lower dielectric peak persisted even on repeatedly cycling the material below the
crystallization point, indicating that the peak did not arise from local relaxations. In the
subsequent heating cycles up to 500°C both the dielectric peaks at 230 and 460°C
disappeared. Instead there was a single peak at 325°C corresponding to the ferroelectric
paraelectric transition in crystalline PZT.
The concept of a ferroelectric glass was initially investigated by Lines under the
assumption that the system was far below the crystallization temperature (Lines 1977).
This theory was later modified to include the effects of the intrinsic glass softening
(Lines 1978). The glassy phase is supposed to contain frozen-in dipoles with random
magnitudes and orientations. These are formed by the distortion of dielectrieally soft
prototype units (e.g. BO 6 octahedra in the ABO3 type compounds) which presumably
retain their identity even in the glassy phase. As the crystallization temperature (To0 is
approached from below, the tendency of these dipoles to become de-frozen leads to a
large dielectric anomaly at or near Tcr. It is important to note that the above described
anomaly would be found in any material with such dielectrically soft units, irrespective
of whether it is a ferroelectric. In figure 2 the peak at 460°C can be identified with such an
anomaly. The anomaly at 230°C may be considered to be analogous to a regular
paraelectric-ferroelectric phase transition that occurs in crystals due to the cancellation
of short range stabilizing forces and long range dipolar forces.
Lines (1978) assumed a simple 2-parameter form for the local mode frequency co(T)
and the temperature dependence of the dielectric response function is obtained in the
mean field approximation
= 4rt~O/~l - V~O): non-polar phase,

= 4n(1.5 - V~O]/V(V~O- 1): polar phase,
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Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the dielectric constant in amorphous Pzr

where V = 4n/3,
~t = soft unit polarizability,
0 = 1 + a. exp [ - p(1 - t)] - bt with t = T/Tcr,

(2)

a = S2A/=to 2, is a measure o f the mode softening
b = 12AS2kTer/Ctto 6, is a measure o f anharmonicity.

(2)

The dielectric behaviour can be qualitatively studied by investigating the temperature dependence o f the function (0 - 3/4 net) where the second term is constant. Since
(d20/dt 2) is necessarily positive it is impossible to obtain the dielectric behaviour
observed by us. At best one can obtain two singularities; one at Tcr and another at a
temperature below but d o s e to it, but not a finite maximum at a temperature
considerably below Tcr. In any case the above theory should not be expected to hold
quantitatively over a wide temperature range.
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However, precisely because the two peaks are comparatively well-separated it is
possible to adopt the following approach. We can fit the higher dielectric peak with (1)
and (2) which describe the nature of anomalies close to Tcr. Since in the present case the
anomaly occurs at T = Tcr, we can express in terms of a and b:
3~4net = Oct = 1 + a - b .

Thus it is possible to determine the temperature-independent material constants a
and b and the parameter p from the data. The lower dielectric peak may then be studied
using the approach of Lines where the local mode frequency and the mean square static
displacement of the ions from the prototype symmetry are assumed to be temperature
independent (provided T,~Tcr ). Under this approximation a ferroelectric phase
transition is predicted to occur at:
Tg~l~ = Tc~ (or- 3/4n)/otb.

(3)

It is possible to fit (1) with reasonable accuracy to the higher dielectric peak taking
a = 0-0100, b = 0-0272 and p = 2"5. We then consider a dielectric glass for which the
constants a and b (and hence ~) are known and try to find the temperature (if any) at
which it may undergo a ferroelectric-paraelectric transition. Thus from (3) we find that
T glass = 190 °C

which is reasonably close to the low temperature dielectric peak that was found in the
sample at T = 230°C. This finding also seems to be in accordance with two other
predictions of Lines (1977), viz. that, in general
T glass < T~crYst (325°C)

and that for a material with symmetric prototype units T~glass should not be too far
below T~cryst.
It is important to stress here that the PZX studied is not only amorphous but
microparticle as well. The studies of K/inzig et al (1954) K/inzig (1955), our recent work
(Srinivasan et al 1983 and references therein) have repeatedly shown that the
spontaneous strain and the dielectric anomaly decrease substantially, while T~increases
when the crystalline ABO3 ferroelectric is reduced in size from 1000 nm to 10 nm.

2.
2.1

Magnon scattering in fine-grained rig
Introduction

Yttrium iron garnet (YIG) is a microwave ferrite and owing to the existence of grains and
grain boundaries has specific characteristics. Fine-grained ferrites (of average diameter
5/~m or less) have become technologically significant in making devices due to their
efficiency in handling microwave power (Hudson 1970). The microstructure is largely
determined and controlled by preparation procedures. We have succeeded in obtaining
highly dense (above 99 ° o theoretical density) rig of submicron and micron size using
sol-gel method for the preparation of vi~ powder and sintering of the compacts at high
pressures (,,, 2000kg/cm2). The grain size dependence of the microwave properties
were studied, Our observations on ferrimagnetic resonance linewidths, magnetization,
susceptibility and spin wave instability threshold fields are reported herein.
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2.2 Experimental results
The YIG powder was made by the sol-gel technique (Multani et al 1981) using yttrium
and iron oxides of five-nine purity to avoid fast relaxing rare earth impurities. A few
cold-pressed compacts were sintered in oxygen atmosphere for 2 hr at 1400°C. These
compacts had grains of average size 2.5/am, assuming the distribution to be log-normal.
The densities as measured by loss of weight in water were better than 5-14 (theoretical
density of YIGis 5"17). Fine-grain samples were obtained by hot pressing the compacts in
a silicon carbide die at 1100°C (inside die) at a pressure of 1800-2000 kg/cm 2 for
soaking times of 10, 20, 30 and 60 min. These have been numbered as HPs, HP4, HP3
and HP2 respectively. The grain size as (average) measured from scanning electron
microphotographs were 1-1, 0.9, 1"2 and 1"34/am, respectively. The densities were found
to be good--higher than 5-14 and close to 5-16 g. cm- a in one of them. The saturation
magnetization values, which also reflect on the densities, were estimated using a B-H
loop tracer. These were close to the single crystal values. In polished, spherical samples
of size ~ 0.5 to 1 mm, ferrimagnetic resonance measurements were carried out at a
frequency of 9-25 GHz. The uniform precession linewidths AH and magnetization data
are given in table 1. The log-log plot of linewidth vs grain size gives a power law
d e p e n d e n c e a - ° ' 6 where a is the average grain diameter (figure 3). PC magnetic
susceptibility and Tt¢ measurements were conducted using Bruker instrument at low
fields i00 and 250 Oe in annealed spherical samples and irregular annealed pieces. As
expected, susceptibility values reduced on annealing and increased with decreasing
field.
As Y1Gis an ordered ferrimagnet at room temperature even at low fields of 100 and
250 Oe, the sample gets attracted to the pole piece and there is difficulty in adjusting the
balance weight in the susceptibility instrument. In small, spherical samples, sticking
Table 1, Characterization data on YIG
Samples

Grain
size
(/am)

Density
(g/o)
p

Magnetization
(gauss)

r'MR line
width (Oe)
AH

Remarks

4nM~
A (1400°/2 hr)

2-3

5.12

1700

90-100

B (repeated A 1400°/8 hr)

3

5'13

1750

100

C (1400°/8 hr)
Four-nine purity
sol-gel sample
Thomson-csr- rIG
HP2
HP3
HP4
HP s

2

5.14

1700

90

5
8
1.34
1.2
0.9
1.1

5' 1

1700
1780
1805
1805

120
25
200
200
220
260

5"12
5"13
5.14
5-16

1760

Narrows to 50 Oe on
annealing 1100°/30 rain.
Does not narrow on annealing for 10hr at I100°C and
2 hr at 1200°C.

This sample has a wider
grain size distribution
compound to HP4

On annealing 1100°C/30min (6-9) do not show change in width.
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Figure 3. Uniform precession linewidth as a function of average grain diameter in
polycrystalline VIG.

problem is reduced but this also reduces the pull and thereby error is increased. It was
observed that with decreasing grain size susceptibility increased. This trend is not
understood as one would expect a decrease in susceptibility with decreasing grain size
owing to reasons: (i) as the grains become finer superparamagnetism might set in as the
sample tends to reduce the wall energy and approaches single domain, (ii) increase in
surface area as grain sizes decreases gives more uncoupled spins on the surface.
M6ssbauer measurements in fine powders (of sizes < 0-1 #m) did not show any
superparamagnetism. Two sets of six-finger hyperfine patterns corresponding to
octahedral and tetrahedral sites were obtained. There was no change in hyperfine field
or quadrupolar interaction on wet-milling the powder for 30 hr in alcohol as the
vehicle. Hence superparamagnetism in the sizes involved here can be ruled out. HPs has
grain size higher than HP4 as seen in scanning electron micrographs. This was
supported by the susceptibility and critical field measurements, but uniform precession
width AH for HP5 is higher than HP4. The discrepancy we think, could be due to the
wider grain size distribution in HPs. Parallel pumping of microwave power at a
frequency 9"6 GHz enabled us to measure the instability threshold critical fields, hcrit
(figure 4). hcrit is found to be inversely dependent on grain size (figure 5). In samples of
grain sizes of a micron or less, the instability curve (hcrit/JS H) does not have a marked
minimum as the instability sets in gradually. This leads to the difficulty of estimating the
hcrit minimum accurately.
2.3
2.3a

Discussion
FMR linewidths. We have observed (figure 3) that there is a grain-size
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dependence of linewidths. The only other grain-size dependent linewidth for uniform
precession was observed by Inui et al (1975) at a resonance frequency of 2/3 cornwhere
o~= = ~,4rrMs, M s being saturation magnetization. This uniform precession frequency
is on the top of the magnon manifold (co~vs k curves for 0 = 0 and 0 = (n/2). Inui et al
(1975) had measured the widths in Sn-substituted Ga-V garnets of grain sizes varying
between 8 and 30/am. No explanation was given for this and other parameters like
density and magnetization were also not held constant. Ferromagnetic resonance
linebroadening is related to the polycrystalline nature of ferrites since a single crystal
line-width in vm is only 0.50e. For a polished, spherical sample of small dimensions
(~< 1 mm) contributions of linewidth are essentially due to: (i) anisotropy in the
randomly-oriented, densely-packed crystallites and (ii) porosity, including regions
between crystallites, inclusions and second phase constituents.
As the resonance linewidth determines the insertion loss, bandwidth and phase shift
of a device, one desires the width to be minimal. Our materials have fine grains and
thereby a high threshold hcrit but are limited by the broad widths. If one can realise the
cause it would become possible to overcome it and make it best suited for devices.
The resonance linewidth at uniform precession can be written as
A H u p = AH~ + A H ~N + A H v ,

(4)

where AH~ is the intrinsic linewidth (of a crystal), AHAN is the width arising due to
anisotropy and A H e is the width due to porosity. As the samples have high density,
corroborated also by the high saturation magnetization, one can neglect AHp presently.
AH~ being 0"50e can also be safely neglected. Thus the width appears to be essentially
determined by anisotropic field which arises owing to crystallites having their own axis
of magnetization. The coercive field, which is also a measure of anisotropy has been
found to depend upon grain size (Globus and Guyot 1972). Thus, a grain-size
dependent contribution to linewidth of uniform precession can arise through
anisotropy. The log-log plot of VMRwidth vs grain size follows the a-o.6 law, similar to
the effective linewidth. As F e 3 + is an S-state ion with no spin-orbit effects and with low
coercive fields, the condition H A ~. 4riM s is valid i.e. anisotropy field is less than the
saturation magnetization field and one can talk within the framework of spinwave
approach. For fine grains, in the low anisotropy limit, the dipolar coupling between
crystallites is much greater and they tend to resonate collectively. The anisotropy line
broadening should be from anisotropy field H A but dipole-narrowed by a factor of
H A/4nMs.

Schl6mann (1958) gives for spherical sample linewidths of
A H AN "~ ( n ~/4nMs) (8n x//3/21).

(5)

Anisotropy field H A ~- (2kt/M,) ~ 100 Oe substituting, AHAN ~-- 16 Oe is the contribution due to anisotropy. Schlfmann's (1958) theory also gives 26 Oe/percent for
porosity width in rIG at 10 GHz. For sample with porosity < 0"8 °~o (our worst sample is
99"2 ° o dense)
AHe ~ 20 Oe
Thus

A H v e = AHAN+ AH v + AHi - 36"5 Oe.

(6)

As AHi also increases with increasing spinwave linewidth (as for fine grain samples) the
uniform precession width is bound to be higher than the above value, but the
discrepancy is large. In a fine-grain sample the spin-wave picture is modified (in our
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samples of < 1/am, k = 103 cm- ~, dipolar contributions are larger than exchange) by
the occurrence of magnetostatic modes, giving rise to discrete spectrum. A better
relaxation and an increase in width is possible owing to this. Furthermore, an added
contribution could come from the magnetoelastic or magnetostrictive effects. A large
stress is introduced in the sample during sintering, compacting, grinding and polishing.
Annealing for 10 hr at 1100°C after making the sphere or before has not produced any
change in the widths observed. Stress could also come in the pressure sintering process,
inevitable in the preparation of a fine-grained materials. R6schmann (1976) arrives at
the conclusion of another undefined relaxation process while explaining the widths of
some ferrites. The concept of two-magnon scattering could be valid only when
wavelengths are small compared to sample dimension, which condition is violated in
fine-grained samples.
2.3b Critical field thresholds: The critical field hcrit measured in a parallel pump
experiment shows that a decrease in grain size increases the field hcrit.The inverse grainsize dependence of herit was observed by Vrehen et al (1969) and Patton (1970), who
gave the transit-time model as the most satisfying explanation. The lifetime of the
excited spin wave is limited by the transit time for the mode across an individual grain
i.e. Tk ~-- ao/lvgl where vg is the spinwave group velocity and ao is the average grain
diameter. Spinwave linewidth AHk is given by

1

Ivgl

AHk ~- - - "~
~Zk
~'ao

(6)

A log-log plot of experimental AHkextrapolated to k = 0 (AHk~o) as a function of grain
diameter showed
AHk~o oz a o I.

(7)

This model subsequently modified by Scotter (1972) and Sawado (1981) incorporating
pore sizes and by Borghese (1977) with grain size distribution has reasonably explained
the high k regions particularly for large sizes. The theoretical fit becomes poor for fine
grains and k values < 104cm - ~. Patton (1970) doubts the relevance of comparing
parallel pump data AHk from the transit-time model, because for grains in the micron
and submicron range magnetostatic modes become important and exchange interactions are small. Our experimental 'butterfly' curves follow the results of Patton. The
fine-grained samples had a gradual shifting up of instability with no marked minimum.
The threshold fields were found to be high for the fine-grained samples. This is a very
desirable property for high power devices but as the uniform precession linewidths are
also large one has to strike a balance between the loss that can be allowed and the power
handled.

3. Amorphous and microcrystalline Fe203
Gamma ferric oxide continues to be one of the most important materials for the
magnetic recording devices. A very large number of patents cover the processes leading
to )~-Fe203.
3.1 Experimental
Numerous methods have evolved for microparticle synthesis. We have devised a novel
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method based on microemulsions which have become very important in the past few
years (Saffran and Turkevich 1983). In the thermodynamic equilibrium state of threecomponent microemulsion, the optically isotropic mixture consists of globular or
domainlike regions of oil and water (--, 100A) with surfactant molecules at the
interfaces (Shah 1981). The surfactant molecules have hydrophilic polarheads and
hydrophobic hydrocarbon tails.
The systems we have used consist of an aqueous solution of ferric nitrate, 2-ethylhexanol and sorbitol-mono-oleate. The stable microemulsions were prepared for
different concentrations of ferric nitrate solutions by agitating ultrasonically. Each
microemulsion sample was then treated with NH4OH solution, resulting in ferric
hydroxide precipitate. Now the system consisted of ferric hydroxide microparticles
dispersed in an organic ph,~se. The surfactant prevented the coagulation of the
microparticles.
The microparticles were allowed to settle and then the solution was dried under
infrared radiation. XGAof the dried material showed the decomposition loss between
180-250°C. Thus, all samples were calcined at about 260~C, The concentrations of
ferric nitrate solutions and the corresponding x-ray size are given in table 2.
3.2 Results and discussions
Table 2 gives the details also of the susceptibility data at various fields. From the x-ray
diffraction intensitie,,; it is clear that the )' phase increases in proportion to the ~ phase
when the solution concentration is reduced. At very low concentrations the material
becomes x-ray amorphous. "[he particle sizes according to the Scherrer formula are also
given in table 2. TrM photographs showed spherical microparticles, with nominal
agreement of physical size wit!~ x-ray size.
The gamma phase can be represented as a spinel structure, ([-I1, 3FeZ~) Fe] ÷ 0 4
Haneda and Morrish (1977) have shown that the cation vacancies order for large
particles but the ordering ~as seen from the r~resence of superlattice lines in x-ray
diffraction) disappear~ below abou~ 200A. In our pure gamma samples we did not
observe the superlattice peaks.
An inleresting observatiol~ is through M6ssbauer spectroscopy of the 150 A 7-Fe203
microparti<:les and x-ray amorphou,'; F'e:O3 microparticles of 59 A (see figure 6). The
two room-ternpcrature spectra, taken much above the superparamagnetic blocking
tempera!ure, show two resonances. They correspond to the quadrupole splitting of the

Table 2. X-ray stze and PC susceptibility
Ferric nitrate
solution cone.
Weight °.,

y-Fe:O3/:t-Fe20 3
fr~m x-ray
difti'acuon

20
10
5
2.5
125
0.625
0"325

07
1.0
1-4
Only y-Fe203
,,
.~mlorp~:ous F e , O 3

Parhcle size
from Scherrer
formula tA)

y.,,
400 Oe

t,l 4
250
190
140
80
50
?

0'005
. .
.
.
if006
0-004
if0015
0-0007

.

Z,.
8 kOe

Z,,
15 kOe emu/g

0'00085
. . .
.
.
.
.
0-000748
0-000686
0qY.)0225
fr000046

0-00057

.

0.00043
0.0(Kkl4
if00014
0,000042
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Figure 6. M6ssbauer spectra above the
superparamagnetic blocking temperature
(A) 140A ~,-Fe203 microparticles, (13) Amorphous Fe203 microparticles < 140A. v = 0
corresponds to 127.95 channel, 1 channel=0-109mm, sec -t, v is negative for
channel below 128. COST: Rh source, 6 (Rh) =
+ ff33 ram. sec -1 .

F e 3 + (3d 5) state in the spinel octahedral and tetrahedral sites. The asymmetry may arise
due to the Goldanskaii-Karyagin effect.
Detailed M6ssbauer studies are in progress.
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